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ns achieved by picosecond
ablation using cylindrical focusing and SERS-based
trace detection of TNT

Haribabu Marrapu,†a Ravikiran Avasarala,†a Venugopal Rao Soma, *b

Santosh Kumar Balivadac and Gopala Krishna Podagatlapalli *a

We report the fabrication of silver nanoribbons by picosecond laser ablation of bulk silver (Ag) targets

submerged in double distilled water (DDW) using a cylindrical focusing geometry. The laser ablation was

performed by �2 picosecond laser pulses and the corresponding light sheet engendered by a cylindrical

lens of focal length �4.5 cm. The input pulse energies employed at a wavelength �800 nm in the

experiments were �1000 mJ, �1200 mJ, and �1400 mJ. In contrast to the case of ablation with spherical

lenses, cylindrical lens ablation produced nanoparticles (NPs) and nanostructures (NSs) in 20% less time.

The data obtained from the optical characterizations exemplify that localized surface plasmon resonance

(LSPR) was observed at 406 nm, 408 nm, and 410 nm for the input energies of �1000 mJ, �1200 mJ,

and �1400 mJ, respectively. Interestingly, it was observed that the ablation performed at an input energy

of �1200 mJ demonstrated the fabrication of Ag nanoribbons rather than the formation of Ag NPs.

Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) data of the nanoribbons recorded revealed their crystalline

phase and linear morphology. Ag nanomaterials (NPs and ribbons) synthesized in these experiments

were employed to detect the explosive molecules of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) at a concentration

25 nM using the technique of surface enhanced Raman scattering. The enhancement factor in the case

of Ag nanoribbons (width of �20–30 nm, length of �0.6–2 mm), obtained using the cylindrical focussing

geometry at input pulse energies of �1200 mJ, was estimated to be �107 for the 1362 cm�1 mode,

corresponding to the symmetric NO2 stretch of TNT.
1. Introduction

Ultrafast laser ablation of metal targets submerged in liquids
(ULAL) is a well-known top-down technique to producemetallic/
semiconductor/ceramic nanoparticles (NPs) and nano-
structures (NSs) in a single experiment dissimilar to the existing
wet chemical methods.1–8 The preparation of plasmonic nano-
materials with controlled shape and size has been attractive to
the scientic community due to their versatile applications in
catalysis,9 optics10–13 electronics,14 biological applications,15,16

drug delivery.17,18 Unlike the traditional methods of nano-
material synthesis, ULAL enables gram scale, green synthesis
within short time scales and it does not entail the usage of
surfactants to circumvent agglomeration or aggregation.19–22

ULAL is a complex laser–matter interaction which does not have
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a universal theory to designate the synthesis of nanomaterials.
The products of the ULAL can be tweaked according to the
experimental requirement in which NPs or NSs are determined
by the laser parameters (wavelength, pulse energy, repetition
rate, polarization etc.), liquid parameters (polarity, viscosity,
refractive index) and mechanical parameters (translational
stage parameters, focusing geometry etc.). The slight variation
of any of the parameters stated above, by preserving the other
parameters constant, results in the production of NPs/NSs with
diverse physical, optical, thermodynamic, and mechanical
properties.2–4 The documented conclusions in the area of ULA-
Lentitles the inherent mechanism of laser matter interaction
and the scheme of the NPs or NSs generation by classifying the
ablation processes arising from the irradiation of ultrafast laser
pulses as spallative ablation,23–25 phase explosion ablation,26,27

spinodal decomposition,27 fragmentation and vaporization,28

plasma ablation and coulomb explosion,29 etc. In fact, the u-
ence of the incident laser pulse at the focus controls the process
that prevail in a particular investigation. The uence of the laser
beam at the focal plane, i.e. on the metal target immersed in
liquid is also determined by the sort of focusing geometry
employed. Tight focusing, loose focusing or a moderate focus-
sing of the laser pulses establish diverse ablation products. As
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228 | 41217
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per the existing literature, metallic/semiconductor/ceramic
nanomaterials were fabricated by focusing a nanosecond/
picosecond/femtosecond laser pulses with a Gaussian prole
on to the metal/semiconductor/ceramic targets immersed in
a liquid medium. Many researchers have utilized a direct irra-
diation of metal targets or 2-dimensional raster scan on the
targets to be ablated those submerged in any liquid medium.
However, the mentioned methodologies produce NPs and NSs
in a single experiment and are time consuming.30–33 Above
stated practices cannot yield regular patterns over a large area.
This is due to the uctuations in laser parameters during the
very slow patterning of metal/semiconductor/ceramic targets
using the focused laser beams. Cylindrical focusing geometry
eradicates the complications posed by the slow patterning of
the targets with laser pulses focused by the spherical lenses. Das
et al.34 reported the formation low and high spatial frequency on
TiO2 targets with 400 nm wavelength in cylindrical focussing
geometry. Ardron et al.35 employed cylindrical lens of longer
focal length to produce laser induced periodic surface struc-
tures (LIPSS) on stainless steel targets of large area with a single
pass at a rate of 5 mm2 s�1. Zhang et al.36 reported the laser
power density distribution at the focus of cylindrical lens was
approximately four-fold larger when compared to the power
density distribution by a spherical lens. They demonstrated that
the uniform ablation can be expected with the cylindrical
focussing geometry compared to the ablation achieved with
spherical lens focussing geometry. Recently, Sindhu et al.
employed cylindrical focussing geometry to produce homoge-
neous laser induced periodic surface structures [LIPSS] on Si
using femtosecond pulses of duration �25 fs.37 As mentioned
above, there are very few reports available on the production of
NPs and NSs in very less time. The employment of a line focus,
where in a Gaussian pulse is focused by a cylindrical lens,
certainly result in the production of metal NPs and NSs in very
short span of time. But, to the best of our knowledge, no one has
so far attempted the generation NPs and NSs using laser abla-
tion Ag target submerged in DDW with picosecond (ps) laser
pulses using the cylindrical geometry. Till date, many reports
have been documented in laser ablation of metal/
semiconductor/ceramic nanoparticles and 99.99% of them
have utilized the spherical lens focusing geometry and investi-
gated the consequences. With cylindrical focussing geometry,
there are a few works reported recently but they were performed
in air ambient and mostly focused on the formation of surface/
grating structures.38 The ablation of metals in liquids using
cylindrical focusing lens and picosecond laser pulses has not
been studied earlier. One of the main advantages of cylindrical
focusing compared to spherical lens focusing is that the time
required to produce an effective 1 cm � 1 cm nanostructured
target. The cylindrical lens case needs <5 minutes whereas the
spherical lens case requires longer time (typically >30 min). The
other expected benet is that the yield of nanoparticles/rate of
generation of nanoparticles in cylindrical geometry is compar-
atively higher. Similarly, picosecond ablation has been proved
to deliver higher yields (to the extent of few grams per hour) of
nanoparticles compared to femtosecond ablation.
41218 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228
Amongst the many applications of nanomaterials involving
plasmonic metals (gold, silver, copper, platinum), surface
enhanced Raman scattering [SERS] technique39–44 is a powerful
tool that eliminates the poor scattering cross section [10�34 cm2

per molecule] of the spontaneous Raman process. SERS of
analyte molecules adsorbed on the plasmonic metal NPs/NSs is
mediated by localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) and
propagating surface plasmon resonances (PSP) those occur in
the NPs/NSs. Studies on SERS have increased exponentially
during the last three decades aer the establishment of various
methodologies to synthesize metal/semiconductor/ceramic
NPs/NSs. SERS utilizes the plasmonic nanomaterials, in which
molecular probes under investigation at ultralow concentration
in solution phase, adsorbed on the nanomaterials (NPs, NSs, or
other shapes) and their Raman signatures can be recorded
using a suitable excitation wavelength. Suitability of exciting
line of Raman spectrometer plays a crucial role in the deter-
mination of the enhancement of the Raman signatures from the
various vibrational modes of probe molecules adsorbed on the
nanomaterials, since Raman enhancements depend on the
excitation of LSPRs and propagating surface plasmons.45–47

LSPRmediated SERS has many applications which are extended
in all branches of science, amongst, near-eld explosives (e.g.
RDX, TNT, ANTA, CL-20, FOX-7 etc.) detection is a signicant
one. Among the above-mentioned, well-known secondary
explosive is 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) which utilized as the
probe molecule in the present study. SERS technique facilitates
the detection/identication of explosive molecules which are at
ultra-low concentrations.

2. Experimental details

Pure silver [Ag] targets of dimensions 1.5 � 1.5 � 0.2 cm3

[purchased from sigma Aldrich] were ultrasonicated in ethanol
thrice prior to the laser ablation experiment to conscate the
surface impurities if any present on the target surface. A chirped
pulse amplier [M/s Coherent] that delivered laser pulses of
Gaussian prole at a repetition rate of 1 kHz, average power 2 W
(�2 mJ per pulse), a central maximum of �800 nm with a pulse
duration �2 ps was employed in the present experiment.
Gaussian laser pulses with of initial beam waist (2u0 ¼ 10 mm)
were allowed to irradiate an Ag target immersed in double
distilled water (DDW) using a cylindrical lens of focal length
�4.5 cm. Cylindrical lens results in line focus which maintains
a uniform energy distribution over the focussed line. The major
axis of the elliptical focus wasmeasured to be 10 mm andminor
was �10 mm. The Ag target was submerged in in a cylindrical
vessel [Petri dish] of DDW water by ensuring the water level is
�5 mm above the target surface. Further the Petri dish with Ag
target was kept on a three-dimensional XYZ stage in which each
stage is controlled by the stepper motors that provide us with
a resolution of 250 nm. Placing of the Ag target immersed in
DDW precisely at the focal plane of the cylindrical lens is
a tedious task, since one has to ensure it from the cracking
sound (resulting from surface ablation) from the Ag target when
it is irradiated by a focused laser beam. If the Ag target is kept
either below or above the focal plane of the cylindrical lens, we
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 1 UV-Visible absorption spectra of Ag colloids in DDW prepared
with cylindrical focusing using �2 ps laser pulses at different pulse
energies.
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cannot accomplish an articulate ablation and, therefore, the
requisite Ag NPs/NSs. Our previous reports clearly demon-
strated the approaches required to keep the metal targets
precisely at the focal planes of the lenses without any ambi-
guity.2–7,48 The XZ stage on which Ag target along with the Petri
dish was mounted can be controlled by a motion controller or
a computer. A Z-axis stage was utilized to ensure the position of
the Ag target exactly at the focus and, X-axis translation stage
was utilized to sweep the laser line focus to ablate the area of
interest. XZ stages have been interfaced to ablate Ag target
immersed in DDW in an area 15 � 15 mm2 in 5 minutes with
the stage speed 5 mm s�1, acceleration 0.05 m s�2 along X-axis.
Ablation was carried out on Ag target as a one-dimensional
sweep along the X axis that covers 8 mm length. The energy
per laser pulse (power) was controlled by a combination of a half
wave plate (HWP) and a Brewster window [at the Ag target
surface the input laser pulses had a vertical polarization (p-
polarisation)]. Aer ablating the Ag targets, Ag colloids were
collected in air-tightened glass bottles and were kept in the
desiccator to avoid unwanted growth of the NPs by agglomera-
tion and aggregation. Likewise, the Ag targets on which ablation
was carried out were cleansed with double distilled water and
stored in the desiccator.

The synthesized Ag nano colloids were immediately charac-
terized using UV-Visible absorption spectrometer (Jasco-V-670
spectrometer) whose recording range was in the 190–2500 nm
spectral range to identify the LSPR peak position and plasmon
bandwidth. Similarly, Ag suspensions were characterized by
transmission electron microscope (TEM) to examine the size
distribution and crystal phases of the prepared Ag colloids.
Further, selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of the Ag
colloids was also recorded to investigate the crystal phase of the
Ag nanosuspensions. On the other hand, machined Ag targets
were characterized by the eld emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM) to investigate the surface morphology.
Further, the Ag targets machined at 1000 mJ, 1200 mJ, and 1400
mJ were utilized to examine the SERS activity by means of the
Micro Raman spectrometer (WiTec ALPHA 300 instrument) that
employed 532 nm excitation. In the Raman spectrometer, a high
NA objective lens (100�) focused the exciting wavelength (532
nm) on to the analyte loaded Ag nanoparticle lm at a beam
waist �650 nm. The Raman spectra were recorded for 2,4,6-
trinitrotoluene (TNT) at 25 nM concentration. Prior to the
Raman measurements, spectrometer was calibrated with the
Silicon Raman line 520 cm�1. The Raman spectra were collected
in a backscattering geometry. To achieve SERS characterization
the well-known explosive molecule of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
[C7H5N3O6] (TNT) at an ultralow concentration [25 nM] was
chosen. Initially, the Ag nanoparticle lms [NPF] were prepared
by the Ag colloids synthesized at the energies �1000 mJ, �1200
mJ, and �1400 mJ in cylindrical focusing. To describe the SERS
activity of the prepared nanoparticle lms [NPF] they have been
labelled as NPF-1000, NPF-1200, NPF-1400. Later on, the TNT
analyte solution (10 mL) was drop casted on the Ag nanoparticle
lms [NPF] to create an analyte monolayer and allowed it to dry
for some time. In the next step, the Ag NPF loaded with TNT
molecules were kept under the objective lens of the micro
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Raman spectrometer. To compare the SERS data of TNT from
these Ag NPFs, spontaneous Raman spectrum of TNT at 0.1
molar concentration was recorded from a non-plasmonic glass
surface at the same conditions of the Raman experiment. In the
present study, we have investigated the (a) generation of Ag NPS
and NSs through laser ablation of Ag targets immersed in DDW
using cylindrical focusing geometry using laser pulses of
duration �2 ps (b) the synthesis of Ag nanoribbons at an input
pulse energy 1200 mJ, (c) surface enhanced Raman studies of
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) probe molecules at nanomolar (25
nM) concentration adsorbed Ag NPFs.

3. Results and discussion

Preceding the ablation experiments on Ag targets in DDW at
input pulse energies of �1000 mJ, �1200 mJ, and �1400 mJ,
ablation with input energies lower than 1000 mJ was attempted
as well. It was observed that no signicant ablation was
accomplished in a short span of 5 minutes. This was evident
from the coloration of the DDW in which ablation was carried
out, since if at all signicant ablation occurred, the released NPs
in the liquid in which ablation is carried out certainly modied
the color of the liquid.

3.1 UV-Vis absorption characterization

The synthesized Ag colloids in DDW at low (1000 mJ), moderate
(1200 mJ), and high (1400 mJ) pulse energies of the input ps laser
pulses were characterized by UV-Visible spectrometer aer
sonicating them in hot water. Fig. 1 depicts the recorded UV-
Visible absorption data and the observed localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPR) wavelengths 406 nm, 408 nm, and
410 nm for the colloids prepared at 1000 mJ, 1200 mJ, and �1400
mJ, respectively. Fig. 1 illustrates an increase in the absorbance
as well as plasmon band width of the Ag colloids as a function of
the pulse energy at which ablation was carried out. Moreover,
the UV-Visible absorption spectra at each pulse energy exhibited
a broad plasmon band which represents the maximum size
distribution of NPs. As a function of input pulse energy, full
width at half maximum [FWHM] of each spectrum was
increased as shown in Fig. 1. According to the data in Fig. 1 the
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228 | 41219
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absorbance of the colloids increased with input pulse energy
since the absorbance and the generated Ag NPs yield is
proportional to the input pulse energy. Moreover, these NPs are
surfactant free and do not require cleaning procedure prior to
their utilization.49 Experimentally recorded FWHMs were
�84 nm [453–369 nm], �118 nm [481–363 nm], and �146 nm
[510–364 nm] for the input pulse energies �1000 mJ, �1200 mJ,
and �1400 mJ, respectively. As Garcia et al.50 explained in
effective medium theory (EMT), decrement in size of NPs leads
to a red shi in the actual LSPR peak position due to combined
resonances. According to the existing literature, we do expect
that for one dimensional nanostructure such as nanorods two
resonant peaks are observed. One peak is due to transverse
surface plasmon resonance modes which do not depend on the
asymmetry of the nanostructure while the other one being due
to the longitudinal surface plasmon resonance modes where in
the collective oscillations of conduction band electrons are
along the length of the nanostructure. When the length of the
nanostructure is large (e.g. nanowires or nanoribbons), surface
plasmon vibrations transverse to the length of the nanowire/
ribbon only sustain and the longitudinal surface plasmon
peak dies off and/or is usually buried in the shoulder of the peak
in the visible range. This is evident from our early reports where
we observed only one SPR peak for Ag nanowires in isopropyl
alcohol.51
Fig. 2 TEM images of the Ag NPs produced by cylindrical focussing
geometry in laser ablation at a pulse energy of (a) 1000 mJ demon-
strating the Ag nanoparticles with an average size �8 nm (b) 1400 mJ
demonstrating the Ag nanoparticles with an average size�5 nm. Insets
show the SAED patterns which reveal the amorphous phase of fabri-
cated silver nanoparticles.
3.2 TEM characterization

TEM characterization was carried out to understand and eval-
uate the morphological information and the size distribution of
the prepared Ag colloids. Fig. 2 illustrates the recorded TEM
data of the Ag NPs prepared at 1000 mJ [Fig. 2(a)] and �1400 mJ
[Fig. 2(b)] pulse energies. The obtained TEM data depicted
monodispersed Ag NPs with an average size�8 nm, and�5 nm,
respectively, as shown in the inset histograms of Fig. 2(a) and
(b). To construct the histogram, roughly 500–600 nanoparticles
were considered and the task was accomplished with image-J
soware. It was evident from the experimental data that as
the input pulse energy increased the average size of the
produced Ag NPs decreased which could be due to the higher
rate of ablation inuenced by enhanced multi-photon ioniza-
tion within the metal which exerts a strong recoil pressure by
the evaporation of DDW adjacent to the metallic plume.
Consequently, themetallic plume is formed under the inuence
of line focussing. The metallic plume produced in the line
focussing splashes into the particles with higher recoil pres-
sure. Therefore, the average size of the Ag NPs fabricated at 1400
mJ were of smaller in average size compared to the Ag NPs
fabricated at 1000 mJ energy. Insets in the Fig. 2(a) and (b) also
depict the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and the
crystallographic phase of the Ag NPs can be drawn from the
SAED patterns. SAED is a concentric ring pattern with some
bright diffraction spots. SAED pattern in the insets of Fig. 2(a)
and (b) demonstrate the polycrystalline nature of the Ag NPs.
Concentric ring patterns in the SAED are overlapped with the
dotted circles for their clear visualization. The measured
diameter of the concentric ring patterns beginning from the
41220 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228
centre are 2.25 Å, 2.1 Å, 1.6 Å corresponding to the miller
indices (111), (200), (220) respectively. The measured diameter
of the concentric ring pattern represents the interplanar sepa-
ration of the crystallographic structure. The measured inter-
planar separations are well agreed with face centered cube
(FCC) crystal phase of pure Ag as mentioned in PCPDF le no
01-1167.4,52

Fig. 3 shows the TEM image of the Ag nanomaterials fabri-
cated at �1200 mJ, and interestingly, we did not observe Ag
nanospheres but Ag nano ribbons. In ULAL, most of the reports
demonstrated the formation of nanospheres. As per the
knowledge of the authors, two possibilities might cause the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 TEM images of Ag ribbons produced by cylindrical focussing
geometry in laser ablation at a pulse energy�1200 mJ demonstrate the
Ag nanowires/ribbons with average length was �0.5–1 mm. Inset
shows the SAED patterns which reveal the crystalline phase of fabri-
cated silver nanowires.
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formation of Ag nano-ribbons. First possibility is that, the Ag
nanospheres initially formed in the rst nucleation process,
might be under the effect of line light sheet that produced by
the cylindrical focussing geometry. Consequently, light sheet
might provoke the nano-welding of Ag NPs formed. Thus, the
nano-welding of neighbouring Ag NPs may give rise to the
chain/ribbon like structures as shown in Fig. 3. Second possi-
bility could be attributed to the produced cavitation bubble and
its oscillations in this case. An extensive theoretical as well
experimental studies are essential to understand the cavitation
bubble formation and the time evolution of it in the case of
cylindrical focusing. In their recent work that talks about the
ablation of metal targets using longer pulses (nanosecond),
Wagener et al.53 revealed that the oscillations of the cavitation
bubble strongly regulate the formation of the NPs and
agglomerates with diverse shapes. Similarly, Lavisse et al.54
Fig. 4 Analysis of the SAED pattern shown in the inset of Fig. 3 and the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
described the chain like structures in their work and they are
similar to the structures that we achieved in the cylindrical
focusing at a pulse energy 1200 mJ. According to their results,
the shape of the produced NPs is determined by the inside
pressure and temperature of the cavitation bubble. The polarity
and viscosity of the liquid medium in which ablation is
supposed to carry out determines the pressure inside the cavi-
tation bubble. In due course of laser ablation, the cavitation
bubble formed in the process of plasma plume expansion.
Thus, formed cavitation bubble carries metallic condensates
and liquid vapor inside it. The kind of interactions of the
metallic condensates with the surface shock waves inside the
cavitation bubble strongly inuence the morphological struc-
tures of produced NPs. The production of NPs with different
sizes and diverse morphologies are consequences of cavitation
bubble oscillations and its collapse. The dynamics of the cavi-
tation bubble can be explained using the famous Raleigh–
Plesset (RP) equation.55 Recently DellÁglio et al.56 worked on the
plasma charging effect on the NPs releasing from cavitation
bubble on a silver target (immersed in liquid) ablated using
nanosecond laser pulses. They demonstrated the dynamics of
cavitation bubble using the technique of shadowgraphy.

We did not observe these kinds of structures when ablation
was performed at low energy (�1000 mJ) and high energy (�1400
mJ) except the intermediate energy �1200 mJ. Furthermore, it
was observed that most of the TEM images recorded for the Ag
colloids prepared at �1200 mJ exhibited same ribbon kind of
morphologies and its origin is yet to be understood. But the
results obtained in the present experiment may require further
theoretical studies to interpret the formation of ribbon kind of
structures, particularly at this energy (1200 mJ). The measured
width of the ribbons was in between 20–30 nm and with lengths
varied from 0.6 mm and above. Inset of Fig. 3 depicts the SAED
pattern which provided a visualization that the crystal phase of
Ag nanoribbons is different when compared with the crystal
phase of Ag nanospheres obtained at other two energies. Even
corresponding plane labels of the silver nanoribbons.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228 | 41221
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the SAED pattern recorded for Ag nanoribbons formed in the
present experiment is in close resemblance with the SAED
patterns obtained for Ag nanowires that we reported earlier.51

SAED pattern of Ag nanoribbons were further analysed, as
shown in Fig. 4, and those illustrated a single crystalline
structure of Ag nanoribbons with an interplanar spacing
�0.23 nm, which is in good agreement with the interplanar
spacing of [111] lattice plane of Ag. In the determination of
labels of each bright spot in SAED pattern, (011) was taken as
the zone axis. Thus, Ag nanoribbons formed at 1200 mJ were
single crystalline which is different from the poly crystalline
nature of Ag nanospheres obtained at 1000 mJ, 1400 mJ.

We performed the silver target ablation in DDW using
cylindrical focusing and aer inspecting the results obtained at
1200 mJ, we initially thought it was an artifact and we repeated
the experiments at this particular energy. Remarkably, we ob-
tained a similar result i.e. ribbon structures formation rather
than nanospheres. Therefore, we could believe, for the set of the
parameters utilized, such as input beam diameter, polarization,
liquid, height of the liquid above the target surface, focal length
of the cylindrical lens, focal plane, that 1200 mJ indeed is
a magic input energy though the exact reasons are yet to be
ascertained. At the cylindrical focusing plane, specically for
1200 mJ, the dynamics of the cavitation bubble might have been
different compared to other two energies 1000 mJ and 1400 mJ.
Fig. 5 (a)–(c). TEM images of Ag nanoribbons obtained during the ablat
energy �1200 mJ using 2 ps laser pulses in different experimental trials.

41222 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228
Aer achieving this result (at �1200 mJ) we could have tried for
other input energies (e.g. 1050 mJ, 1100 mJ, 1150 mJ). We per-
formed the ablation using an amplier (2 ps pulse duration, 800
nm) whose repetition rate was 1 kHz. We do believe that the
ampliers do have pulse to pulse power uctuations unlike the
oscillators of higher repetition rate. In the view of this, we
performed the ablation by keeping a difference of �200 mJ to
distinguish the energies taken (1000 mJ, 1200 mJ, and 1400 mJ).
Furthermore, we considered the other possibility behind the
observed ribbon like structures, may be due to the aggregation
of the Ag nanoparticles during the TEM grid preparation. If this
was indeed the case, certainly similar structures should have
been seen in the TEM grids prepared for the other two energies
(1000 mJ and 1400 mJ), but we did not observe any. Consequently,
we do believe these Ag ribbon structures are not formed during
the TEM preparation since the water is a polar solvent which
strongly opposes this kind of secondary nucleation to a certain
extent due to the formation of electric double layers (EDL) on
the surface of Ag spheres, which prevents the aggregation. We
followed a similar procedure to prepare the TEM grids for the
colloids prepared at these three energies. The results obtained
for the colloids prepared at 1200 mJ were repeated and all the
images those were taken for this sample exhibited same ribbon
kind structures. This led us to believe that they might be formed
due to the nano-welding of the Ag nanospheres under the
ion of Ag targets immersed in double distilled water at an input pulse

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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inuence of the line focusing. Though we present our experi-
mental observations we also do believe that extensive experi-
mental studies are required to conrm the origin of
nanoribbons. Furthermore, if these Ag nanoribbons were
formed while taking the TEM images due to effect of the liquid,
electron diffraction patterns obtained must be same as that of
the Ag nanospheres. However, we had obtained a different
SAED patterns, specically for these samples prepared at 1200
mJ, which made us trust they were indeed Ag nanoribbons.
Recently, Nancy et al.57 demonstrated the properties of silver
plasma formed within the liquid medium as a function input
energies/uences. They observed the aggregation of silver
nanoparticles and shape variations to form chains as the u-
ence was increased. According to the data shown by them, Ag
nano-spheres were observed at a preceding uence where the Ag
chains were observed. This shows the possibility of nano
welding between the Ag nanospheres under the line focusing, to
alter the shapes and forming Ag ribbon like structures. The
laser ablation experiment has been carried out at 1200 mJ
multiple times with the same experimental conditions and we
achieved similar ribbon kind structures in the TEM analysis as
shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c). Along with the ribbons, at some locations
Fig. 6 FESEM images of Ag nanostructures produced by cylindrical focus
and (c) 1400 mJ.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
joined silver nanoparticles were also observed. Aer obtaining
these results only we could conrm the possibility of the
formation Ag ribbons at this particular energy. Fig. 2 data also
conrmed that at higher energies the particle size was �5 nm
suggesting the possibility of fragmentation. However, we still do
not completely understand the origin of the formation of these
Ag nanoribbons and further details experiments will be per-
formed in future to ascertain it.
3.3 FESEM characterization

Morphologies of laser exposed portions revealed a mere rough
structure at low pulse energy and coral kind structures at
a medium and at higher input pulse energies as shown in Fig. 6.
It is evident from the Fig. 6(a) that the input pulse energy
(�1000 mJ) is not that enough to ablate the Ag target surface
completely. Perhaps, in the line focussing, all the pulse energy
is distributed along the line focussing uniformly.36 Conse-
quently, at every point on the line focusing, energy has to be
higher than the damage threshold of the Ag metal. This might
not occur appropriately with the input pulse energy �1000 mJ,
whereas at other two pulse energies this condition is fullled
and hence a signicant ablation was achieved. FESEM images
sing geometry in laser ablation at a pulse energy (a) 1000 mJ (b) 1200 mJ

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228 | 41223
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demonstrated the coral structures and are increased as a func-
tion of input pulse energy. Physics behind the fabricated NPs,
ribbons, and coral structures in the ablation with cylindrical
beam focusing require further theoretical and experimental
studies which are under progress. Further, we expected, LIPSS
in the ablated portions of Ag targets using the cylindrical
focussing as reported by many authors.35–37 But we did not
observe any such structures at low, moderate and high energies.
This may be due to the low electron-phonon coupling factor (g)
of Ag metal58,59 compared to the other plasmonic (Au, Cu), and
semiconducting [Si, MOS2, etc.] determines the formation of the
ripple structure. In regard of LIPSS one can express, the
inherent properties of the metal targets used in ablation than
the experimental conditions. Laser ablated portions of the Ag
targets acts as wonderful SERS active platforms that enhance
the Raman signatures of analyte molecules to a great extent.
Laser ablated Ag metal targets and optical Fourier transform of
them gives optical gratings with random grating period. When
an analyte molecule at low concentration adsorbed on the
surface and if it is irradiated by a laser light of suitable wave-
length, evanescent/local elds in the proximity of analyte
molecule. These machined Ag targets support the excitation of
LSPs and PSPs. Themagnitude of the local elds determines the
enhancement of Raman signature elevations. In our earlier
studies, we had extensively utilized the laser machined plas-
monic metal targets as SERS active and surface enhanced
uorescence platforms (SEF).2–8,60 Though we did not pay
enough attention to the le-over laser exposed portions (since
our interest was with using the nano-ribbons), the recorded
FESEM images (as shown in Fig. 6) demonstrate a variation in
the way they got exposed. This clearly reects in the roughness
of the surfaces. Fig. 6(a) shows less roughness and 6(c)
demonstrates a higher roughness, whereas Fig. 6(b) shows
a moderate (intermediate) roughness.

When we started the present experiments, we tried the
ablation at different energies below 1000 mJ. However, we did
not achieve a considerable amount of ablation which could
conrm with our naked eye too. If ablation of metal is per-
formed in any liquid medium, nanoparticles will be released
into the surrounding liquid medium. The surface plasmon
effect of thus released plasmonic metal nanoparticles impart
specic coloration to the liquid. Coloration is thus a good
measure to describe whether the ablation was initiated or not.
Depending on this observation, we could conrm the absence
of ablation below 1000 mJ. This energy is too high if we has
worked with a spherical lens focusing. Perhaps, the line spread
of the focused light energy in cylindrical geometry required
more input energy to be dumped on the target surface. As we
thought 1000 mJ is the threshold energy required to achieve
signicant ablation, 1200 mJ is moderate and 1400 mJ is, some-
what, higher energy. We thought that if we still enhance the
input pulse energy beyond 1400 mJ, it may lead to the formation
of white light Continuum in the water thereby affecting the
ablation mechanism. Consequently, we did not try the ablation
for energies beyond 1400 mJ. In our future endeavours, de-
nitely, we will investigate the effect of input energies beyond
1400 mJ (keeping the other parameters as they are and
41224 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 41217–41228
controlling the liquid level). Other anticipation about the
ablation of Ag beyond 1400 mJ is that Ag nanospheres of average
size less than �5 nm will be produced (since at 1400 mJ the
average sizes obtained were �5 nm).
3.4 SERS studies of trinitrotoluene (TNT)

The SERS activity of the NPF-1000, NPF-1200, NPF-1400 was
investigated by recording the Raman spectra of TNT molecules
of 25 nM concentration using an exciting line 532 nm. To record
the Raman spectra of TNT molecules, rst master solution of
0.1 M was prepared by dissolving the �114 milligrams of 2,4,6-
trinitrotoluene (TNT) powder was dissolved in hyper pure
methanol solvent. Master solution was dissolved in 10 mL of
methanol by diluting the master solution in a required
proportion. To achieve this, we diluted the 0.1 M solution to
prepare micromolar concentration and later on it was diluted to
get 25 nM analyte solution of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT). At
rst, Ag colloidal solutions fabricated at 1000 mJ, 1200 mJ, and
1400 mJ in cylindrical focusing were drop casted on three indi-
vidual cover slips. The utilized quantity of Ag colloidal solution
was �20 mJ and aer drop casting, the coverslip was allowed to
dry for some time. Thus, the SERS active platforms labelled
NPF-1000, NPF-1200, NPF-1400 were prepared. Secondly,
a monolayer of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) solution in a volume
�10 mL was drop casted on the three SERS active platforms NPF-
1000, NPF-1200, NPF-1400, and again allowed them to dry for
some time. Unless drying up the analyte solution on SERS active
platform, autouorescence from the sample prevail the Raman
signatures of the analyte molecules. While drop casting the
analyte solution on the SERS active substrate, we ensured the
formation of a monolayer. The usage of higher volumes of
analyte, the evanescent eld provided by the SERS active
substrate fall down turn results in very insignicant elevation of
Raman signatures of the analyte molecules. It was evident from
many reports that the SERS activity of the substrate is a function
of the distance between SERS active platform and the analyte
molecule (typically should be few nm). When the separation
between the molecule and nanoplatform is beyond the effective
range of the evanescent eld, Raman spectra recorded will be
overlapped on the uorescence background. 2,4,6-trinitrotol-
uene (TNT) sample at high concentration 0.1 M was drop casted
on a non-plasmonic glass plate and the Raman spectra of the
analyte solution was recorded. This Raman spectrum is
considered as the reference Raman spectrum. In the next step,
three SERS active platforms NPF-1000, NPF-1200, NPF-1400
loaded with analyte molecules at ultra-low concentration were
kept under the WiTech Raman instrument (Alpha 300), and
recoded the Raman spectra of TNTMolecules. Recorded Raman
spectra of TNT at low concentration from the Ag nanomaterial
lms demonstrate a bit of Raman signature shis due to the
charge carrier transfer from the Ag nanoplatform and the ana-
lyte molecule. The fundamental Raman modes of TNT are
tabulated (Table 1) along with the signatures obtained from the
three SERS active platforms NPF-1000, NPF-1200, NPF-1400.
The Raman activity of each nanoparticle lm (NPF) is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 1 Reported and observed modes in the present experimental study of TNT molecules

S. no.

Wavenumber (cm�1)

Mode assignmentReported Present study

1 717 728, 731, 746 Asymmetric CCC in-plane ring bending
deformation30

2 789 — CH out-of-plane vibrations
3 821 807 Scissoring NO2 mode

920 914, 916, 918, 920, —
4 1085 1020, 1070, 1076, 1086 CH (ring) bending mode
5 1207 1196, 1207, 1210, 1220 Ring breathing
6 1362 1355, 1361, 1366, 1368 Symmetric NO2 stretching
7 1534 1545, 1560 Asymmetric NO2 stretching
8 1617 1643 Aromatic NO2 conjugation
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evaluated by estimating the analytical enhancement factor
(AEF)61 as shown in eqn (1)

AEF ¼ ISERS

IR
� cR

cSERS

(1)

where ISERS is the integrated intensity of a particular TNT
Raman band under consideration from the SERS active plat
form and IR is the integrated intensity of the same Raman band
from a non-plasmonic platform, CR-concentration of the analyte
taken for spontaneous Raman measurements from and non-
plasmonic substrate such as glass, CSERS-concentration of the
analyte taken for surface enhanced Raman measurements from
a plasmonic lm/substrate.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the Raman spectra of 2,4,6-trinitrotol-
uene (TNT) at a concentration of 25 nM from the Ag
Fig. 7 (a) Normal Raman spectrum of TNT molecules in ethanol at a con
analyte molecules at a concentration�25 nM recorded from (b) NPF-100
Time of integration for each spectrum was 5 seconds.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
nanoparticle lms NPF-1000, NPF-1200, and NPF-1400. It was
observed that the SERS spectra of TNT molecules at nanomolar
concentration recorded from the Ag nanomaterials lms were
different when compared with the Raman spectrum of TNT at
higher concentration (0.1 M) recorded from non-plasmonic
platform (Glass/Silicon surface). From the recorded SERS data
of TNT, it is evident that the modes that are dormant/not
elevated in the Raman spectra of TNT at 0.1 M from a non-
plasmonic platform are elevated in a signicant manner in
the SERS spectra. The recorded Raman spectra demonstrated
that a mode corresponding to 1362 cm�1 which is labelled as
NO2 symmetrical stretch62 was predominantly elevated.
According to the existing literature, the mode corresponding to
1362 cm�1 is very strong band but the wavenumber of the
mentioned NO2 symmetrical stretch is shied slightly to lower
centration 0.1 M recorded from glass substrate; SERS spectrum of TNT
0 (c) 1400 mJ and (d) 1200 mJ with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm.
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wavenumbers as shown in the Fig. 7. In addition to the
1362 cm�1 mode, many others such as 918 cm�1, 1020 cm�1,
1210 cm�1 modes were also observed in the SERS spectra. The
reported modes of TNT molecules in the earlier reports and the
modes those observed in the present study are mentioned in
Table 1 along with their labels of vibration. The estimated
enhancement factors (E.F) corresponding to 1362 cm�1 mode
from NPF-1000, NPF-1200, and NPF-1400 were �3.36 � 106,
�9.89 � 106, �5.0 � 106, respectively. The estimated EF for the
mode corresponding to 1362 cm�1 mode from NPF-1200 was
almost one order larger than the other two SERS platforms NPF-
1200 which certainly conrms the different SERS activity.
Consequently, NPF-1200 demonstrated a better Raman signa-
ture enhancement for NO2 symmetrical stretch mode corre-
sponding to 1362 cm�1 mode of TNT.

Kneipp et al.63 attempted recording the SERS spectra of TNT
molecules at a concentration 0.01–7.5 � 10�7 M in the presence
of gold (Au) and silver (Ag) NPS. They achieved an enhancement
factor of�105. Rozo et al.64,65 demonstrated high repeatability in
utilizing Ag NPs as the SERS active platforms. An exclusive work
on the detection of TNT molecules at ultralow concentrations
using Ag and Au NPs was documented by Zapata et al.66 Chen
et al.67 reported on the detection of TNT molecules both in
solution and vapour phases at a concentration of 10�8 M,
10�6 M, respectively. They had taken a Silicon wafer which was
decorated by Ag NPs as the SERS active platform and achieved
a good limit of detection and possibility of repeatability of the
detection. Ben-Jaber et al.68 exclusively reviewed the SERS
studies of various active platforms to detect TNT molecules in
a range of concentrations 10�5–10�9 M and could achieve
enhancement factors in the range of 104–107. Most of these
studies utilize the Ag/Ag NPS those prepared under standard
Fig. 8 SERS spectra of TNT analyte molecules adsorbed on the films pre
SERS active platform. The data was recorded form the substrates fabricat
of <3%.
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wet chemical methods, which require vigorous cleaning proce-
dures and the incorporation of different surfactants. In the
present experiment, we achieved the same enhancement factor
(107) without subjecting the SERS active platforms to chemicals
and without a long-time gap, since Ag NPs (nano-ribbons too)
fabricated using the cylindrical lens require very less time
(typically ve minutes). Further, it has been well-established
that picosecond ablation provides better yield of NPs when
compared to fs ablation in liquids. Additionally, we can also
utilize the NSs obtained from these experiments separately for
SERS measurements and also along with the NPs obtained or
simple thermal evaporation of plasmonic layers, which will
certainly provide additional enhancements69–71 for detection of
even lower concentrations of several hazardous materials.

All the results that we presented here were conrmed to be
reproducible. While working with the SERS characterization, we
have prepared SERS active platforms on cover slips using the drop
cast method. When we worked on the SERS, we could conrm
whether the results are reproducible or not by recording the
RAMAN spectra of TNT from the other cover slips in a systematic
way. We could achieve a good reproducibility of the SERS
measurements. We recorded the Raman spectra of TNTmolecules
at a concentration 25 nM from the SERS active platforms prepared
by Ag nanospheres/nanoribbons prepared at 1000 mJ, 1200 mJ and
1400 mJ with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm, time of inte-
gration for each spectrum was 5 seconds. To check the uniformity
of SERS activity of nanolm fabricated by Ag nanospheres/
nanoribbons, the Raman spectra of TNT were recorded from
four different locations in each SERS active platform as shown in
the Fig. 8 data. From the recorded Raman spectra of each SERS
active platform, relative standard deviation (RSD) was measured
for the prominent mode 1362 cm�1 corresponding to symmetric
pared using Ag nanoparticles/ribbons at four different locations of the
ed at (a) 1000 mJ (b) 1200 mJ and (c) 1400 mJ which shows an RSD value

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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NO2 stretch of TNT. The estimated RSD was <3% for these three
SERS active platforms prepared at 1000 mJ, 1200 mJ and 1400 mJ,
conrming the reproducibility and consistency of the recorded
Raman spectra of TNT. Due to experimental limitations we could
not perform the Ramanmapping. Our future studies will focus on
the large area Raman mapping and batch-to-batch reproducibility
studies for understanding the potential of these substrates for
practical applications.

In our earlier studies, we succeeded in the detection of TNT
molecules in recording the Raman spectra of micromolar
concentration with good reproducibility and, hence, we tried to
record/detect TNT molecules at nanomolar (25 nM) concentra-
tion with signicant repeatability. For this purpose, TNT analyte
solution at a concentration 25 nM in methanol was dissolved
(5.67 micro grams of TNT in methanol). The Raman spectra of
TNT were recorded from the SERS active platforms prepared
using Ag nanoparticles/nano ribbons and drop cast method.
The uniformity of the recorded data was also checked at
different locations of the substrate which was found to be
consistent. The utilized TNT of an amount 5.67 � 10�3 milli-
grams was converted into particles per billion (ppb) by utilizing
the conversion unit [1 mg L�1 is�1 ppm (parts per million)] and
obtained the detection limit of our current study was 5.67 ppb
(parts per billion).

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we investigated the fabrication of silver nano-
materials synthesized by laser ablation of Ag targets immersed
in DDWwith�2 ps pulses using cylindrical focussing geometry,
at input pulse energies utilized in the experiment were �1000
mJ,�1200 mJ, and�1400 mJ. It was observed that the input pulse
energy �1200 mJ demonstrated the fabrication of Ag nano-
ribbon (20–30 nm width, longer than 0.6 mm) like structures
rather the formation of Ag NPs. Ag nanoribbons obtained at
�1200 mJ exhibited the repeatability when the experiment was
carried out for the second time. Thus, the fabricated Ag nano-
materials were utilized to detect the 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT)
explosive molecules at �25 nM concentration via surface
enhanced Raman scattering studies. The estimated enhance-
ment factor demonstrated that the lms prepared by the Ag
nanomaterials obtained at energy �1200 mJ was �107 for
1362 cm�1 mode, corresponding to symmetric NO2 stretch of
TNT molecules. The estimated enhancement factor is one order
higher for the SERS active platforms prepared with Ag nano-
ribbons than the Ag nanospheres. The estimated limit of
detection in the present case was �6 ppb.
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